
World Famous Memphis BBQ: The Ultimate
Guide to the Best BBQ in the City
Memphis is known for its world-famous BBQ, and for good reason. The city
is home to some of the best BBQ restaurants in the country, and each one
has its own unique style and flavor. Whether you're a fan of traditional
barbecue or you're looking for something new and innovative, Memphis
has something to offer everyone.

This guide will take you on a tour of the best BBQ joints in Memphis. We'll
start with some of the classic barbecue spots that have been serving up
delicious BBQ for decades, and then we'll move on to some of the newer
and more innovative restaurants that are making a name for themselves.
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No matter what your taste, you're sure to find something to love on this
guide to the best BBQ in Memphis.
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Classic BBQ Spots

If you're looking for classic Memphis BBQ, then you need to start with
these three restaurants:

Central BBQ: Central BBQ is one of the most popular BBQ
restaurants in Memphis, and for good reason. They serve up all the
classic BBQ dishes, including ribs, pulled pork, and brisket. Their ribs
are especially popular, and they've been voted the best ribs in
Memphis multiple times.

Rendezvous: Rendezvous is another Memphis classic. They're known
for their dry-rub ribs, which are cooked over a hickory fire. Their ribs
are so good that they've been featured in several national publications,
including The New York Times and Food & Wine.

Cozy Corner: Cozy Corner is a family-owned and operated BBQ
restaurant that has been serving up delicious BBQ for over 50 years.
They're known for their pulled pork and their ribs, but they also have a
great selection of other BBQ dishes. Their pulled pork is especially
popular, and it's been voted the best pulled pork in Memphis multiple
times.

New and Innovative BBQ Restaurants

In addition to the classic BBQ spots, Memphis is also home to a number of
new and innovative BBQ restaurants. These restaurants are pushing the
boundaries of what BBQ can be, and they're creating some truly unique
and delicious dishes.

The BBQ Shop: The BBQ Shop is a relatively new BBQ restaurant,
but they've quickly made a name for themselves with their innovative



dishes. They're known for their smoked brisket tacos, which are made
with smoked brisket, pickled onions, and cilantro. They also have a
great selection of other BBQ dishes, including ribs, pulled pork, and
chicken.

Element BBQ: Element BBQ is another new BBQ restaurant that's
making a name for itself with its unique dishes. They're known for their
smoked salmon BLT, which is made with smoked salmon, bacon,
lettuce, and tomato. They also have a great selection of other BBQ
dishes, including ribs, pulled pork, and brisket.

Brother Juniper's: Brother Juniper's is a BBQ restaurant that's
located in a former church. They're known for their smoked chicken,
which is cooked over a hickory fire. They also have a great selection of
other BBQ dishes, including ribs, pulled pork, and brisket.

Memphis is a BBQ lover's paradise. With so many great BBQ restaurants
to choose from, you're sure to find something to satisfy your cravings.
Whether you're a fan of classic barbecue or you're looking for something
new and innovative, Memphis has something to offer everyone.

So what are you waiting for? Start planning your BBQ tour of Memphis
today!
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